
BEFORE THE ARKANSAS WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION

CLAIM NO. F804297

KIMBORAH ALLEN CLAIMANT

FRANKLIN ELECTRIC RESPONDENT
                                                
HELMSMAN MANAGEMENT, TPA RESPONDENT
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Hearing before ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE MICHAEL L. ELLIG in Springdale,
Washington County, Arkansas.

Claimant represented by EVELYN BROOKS, Attorney, Fayetteville, Arkansas.

Respondents represented by JAMES ARNOLD, II, Attorney, Fort Smith, Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was held in the above styled claim on October 27, 2008, in Springdale,

Arkansas. A pre-hearing  order was filed in this case on August 26, 2008.  Prior to the

commencement of the hearing, the parties announced that there was a modification of the

appropriate weekly compensation rates.  A copy of the pre-hearing order with this

amendment noted thereon was made Commission’s Exhibit No. 1 to the hearing. 

The following stipulations were offered by the parties and are hereby accepted:

1. On all relevant dates,  the relationship of employee-self insured employer-

TPA existed between the parties.

2. The appropriate weekly compensation benefits are $459.00 for total

disability and $344.00 for permanent partial disability.

3. The claim is controverted in its entirety.

By agreement of the parties, the issues to be litigated and resolved at the present

time  were limited to the following:

1. Whether the claimant sustained compensable injuries to her right hand (i.e.

index and ring fingers), as the result of cumulative stress or trauma.

2. The claimant’s entitlement to medical services.
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In regard to these issues, the claimant contends:

“On April 11, 2008, the claimant injured her right hand and
index fingers and ring fingers by gripping shafts at her work
place.” 

In regard to these issues, the respondents contend:

“The respondents will contend that any difficulties the claimant
has with any of the fingers on either or both hands do not meet
the definition of a compensable injury under the Arkansas
Workers’ Compensation Act.”

 DISCUSSION

The central issue in this case is whether the claimant’s difficulties with her right

hand, in the form of right index and ring trigger fingers represent compensable injuries.

There is no presumption of compensability. Thus, the burden rests upon the claimant to

prove that this condition satisfies all of the requirements  for a “compensable injury”, which

are set out in the Act, Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(E).

As with all compensable injuries, the first statutory requirements are found in Ark.

Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(D).  This subdivision mandates  that the claimant prove by medical

evidence the actual existence of the physical injury or condition, which is alleged to be

compensable.  Secondly, the claimant must show that the actual existence of this physical

injury or condition is  supported by “objective findings”, as that term is defined by Ark.

Code Ann. §11-9-102(16)(A)(i).  

In the present case, the medical evidence clearly establishes the actual existence of

a physical injury or the condition that involves the claimant’s right hand.  This injury or

condition is in the form of trigger finger syndrome of the index and ring fingers of the right

hand. The medical evidence further shows that the existence of this diagnosed condition is

supported by “objective findings”.  These objective findings  take the form of the

observation of “arthritic nodules” in the area of the joints of these fingers, “obvious

inflammation” that involved the joints of these fingers, and “popping” that occurred upon
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movement of the joints of these fingers.  These “findings” were observed and noted by  both

Dr. Rebecca Lewis and Dr. Matthew Coker.  The operative report of Dr. Coker, dated

September 8, 2008, also indicated that visual observations made by Dr. Coker, during the

time of the corrective surgery, further confirmed his preoperative  diagnosis of right ring

and index trigger fingers.  Thus, the claimant has satisfied the statutory  requirements for

a “compensable injury” that are contained in Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(D).  

As the claimant concedes that the alleged compensable injuries to her right hand

were not caused by a “specific incident”, the claimant must next prove that the medically

established and objectively documented physical injuries  or condition that involved her

right hand also satisfies the definitional requirements for a “compensable injury” that are

contained in Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(ii)(a).  This subdivision requires  that the

claimant prove by the greater weight of the credible evidence that the trigger finger

syndromes of the right index and ring fingers caused internal or external physical harm to

her body, arose out of and occurred in the course of her employment, and was caused by

rapid repetitive motion.

     The medical evidence, alone, is sufficient to prove that the claimant’s  trigger finger

syndrome of her  right index and ring finger caused internal physical harm to this portion

of her body.  In fact, the physical  harm to the anatomical components that allow the

movement and use of these fingers was sufficient to necessitate surgical intervention in

order to restore these anatomical components to normal functioning. Thus, the claimant

has proven the first definitional requirement for a “compensable injury”, under Ark. Code

Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(ii).  

The next two statutory requirements (i.e. that the injuries  or conditions arose out

of and occurred in the course of the employment and were caused by rapid repetitive

motion) are somewhat intertwined.  Thus, they will be addressed together. 
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 The requirement that the injury “must arise out of and occur in the course of the

employment”  is a requirement that is common to all categories of “compensable injuries”.

In order to satisfy this requirement, the claimant must prove that there is a causal

relationship between her trigger finger syndrome of the index and ring fingers of her right

hand and her employment activities for this respondent.  However, the claimant need not

prove this causal relationship to an absolute or mathematical certainty.  She need only

prove that the presence of this causal relationship is likely or probable.

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(ii)(a) places even further limitations upon which

the physical injuries or condition can be held to be “compensable”.  Under this subdivision,

the physical injury  or  condition must not only be causally related to the claimant’s

employment activities, but the injurious employment related activities must also involve

“rapid repetitive motion”.   Thus, under this subdivision, not all employment related

injuries or conditions are “compensable”.  

Both parties have focused upon the question of whether the claimant’s employment

related activities during the period in question,  involved “rapid repetitive motion” of the

claimant’s right hand. Although this matter is certainly relevant, it is not, in and of itself,

dispositive of the issue of compensability. 

 The claimant must first prove that her employment related activities for this

respondent played some causal role in her trigger finger syndrome, that  affected the index

and ring fingers of her right hand.  Only then, is it necessary to determine whether the

particular employment related activities that played this causal role also involved rapid

repetitive motion.  

In the present case, there is absolutely  no expert medical opinion  that would show

the existence of a causal relationship between the claimant’s employment related activities

for this respondent and the development of her right index and ring  trigger finger

syndrome.  Dr. Rebecca C. Lewis, the claimant’s initial physician for the trigger finger
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syndrome, offered no opinion on whether the claimant’s employment related activities

played a causal role in causing the claimant’s  trigger finger syndrome.  Dr. Matthew Coker,

an orthopaedic surgeon and the claimant’s primary treating physician for her trigger finger

syndrome, stated only:

“At this point, I am not sure it (the trigger finger syndrome) is
associated with work...” 

I recognize that  expert medical opinion on causation is not absolutely necessary  in

every case.   However, it is relevant and  helpful in all cases and is effectively  essential in

cases where causation is not apparent by the use of common knowledge and reason.

In the present case, the claimant testified that her trigger finger difficulties in her

right hand began in April of 2008, two to three days before she reported these difficulties

to the respondent’s designated safety person and was sent to the respondent’s Human

Resources Department to fill out the appropriate forms.  At that time, she was assigned to

the “hot drop job”.  She had been in this position since November of 2007.  There is no

evidence of any change in the required duties for this position or the pace that these duties

were to be performed at any time between November of 2007 and April of 2008.  The

claimant further testified that after she had sought medical treatment and after her

condition had been diagnosed, none of her physicians restricted her from performing her

employment tasks in the “hot drop job”.  In fact, the claimant’s testimony indicates that she

continued in this position up to the point she went in  for the corrective surgery and

resumed this position shortly after the corrective surgery (apparently, she remains in this

position through the present time). 

The claimant also testified that, once her trigger finger difficulties appeared, they

progressively worsened, until her surgery on September 8, 2008.  She further stated that

during this time these fingers would lock up and she would occasionally be required to use

the fingers of her left hand to straighten out the index and ring fingers of her right hand.
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However, she did not indicate that she had any further difficulties in performing her

employment activities, after her surgery.

After consideration of all the evidence presented, it is my opinion that the claimant

has failed to prove by the greater weight of the credible evidence the likely or probable

existence of any causal relationship between her required employment related activities for

this respondent and the trigger finger syndrome of the index and ring fingers of her right

hand. Not only has she obviously failed to prove the existence of this causal relationship by

expert medical evidence, she has also failed to prove  sufficient evidence  from which such

a causal relationship could be established by the use of common knowledge and reason.  

Clearly, the record reveals that the claimant had no such difficulties with these

fingers, while performing the exact same employment activities for over four months prior

to April of 2008.  The record also shows that she has had no difficulties, after she resumed

these same activities in September of 2008.  This would not logically lead to a conclusion,

that these activities played a causal role in producing these trigger finger difficulties.

The evidence shows that the claimant’s employment activities from November of

2007 through April of 2008, did involve repetitive gripping and manipulating of objects

with her right hand.  However, none of these activities would appear to place any more or

different stress on the claimant’s index and ring fingers than on the other fingers of her

right hand.  Yet, the claimant clearly only developed trigger finger in her right index and

ring fingers.  These facts would also fail to logically lead to a conclusion that these

employment activities played a causal role in the claimant’s development of trigger finger

only in her right index and ring fingers.

At most, the claimant’s testimony establishes that her trigger finger syndrome caused

her problems in performing her assigned employment assignment  tasks in the “hot drop

job” between the time it appeared and her corrective surgery.  However, the fact that her

physical injury or condition may have caused her difficulties in performing her employment
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activities does not lead to the automatic conclusion  that these employment related

activities played a causal role in producing the injury or condition.  A common cold may

affect an employee’s ability to perform employment activities. However, this would clearly

not support the conclusion that these employment related activities must have played a

causal role in the employee contracting the cold.

Unlike carpal tunnel syndrome, there is no compensable recognized causal link

between hand intensive activities and trigger finger syndrome.  The medical evidence also

reveals the presence of longstanding arthritic changes, which involve the claimant’s right

hand, in the form of arthritic nodules in the joint areas of the claimant’s fingers, including

her right index and right fingers. There is also some indication in the medical evidence that

these systemic defects and inflammation changes were the source of some of the claimant’s

right hand symptoms.

As the claimant has failed to prove the probable or likely existence of causal

relationship between the trigger finger syndrome of her right index and ring finger and any

of her employment related activities for this respondent.  She has failed to prove that this

condition arose out of and occurred in the course of her employment.  Thus, this condition

would not represent a “compensable injury” under Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(ii)(a).

It becomes unnecessary to determine whether or not the claimant’s employment related

activities with this respondent involved “rapid repetitive motion” as is also required by Ark.

Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(ii)(a).  

However, at this point, I feel constrained to address the question of whether the

claimant’s employment activities, in the “hot drop job”, involved rapid  repetitive motion.

The Appellate Courts have traditionally recognized that there is no specific quantitative

limit on whether a particular  employment related activity constitutes “rapid repetitive

motion”,  within the meaning given this term Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(ii)(a).

Rather, such a determination is to be made based upon the facts in each case.
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Clearly, the evidence in the present case shows that the claimant’s employment

related activities in the “hot drop job” were repetitive.  The record shows that the claimant

performs exactly the same series of movements and action over and over for at least four

hours at a time.  Thus, the real question is whether these movements were rapid. 

   In her report of May 22, 2008, Dr. Lewis opined  that the claimant’s employment

related activities were  “repetitive”, but were not “rapid” because the claimant did not do

more than the “30 cycles of her job in one minute”.  However, I have given no weight or

credit to this opinion. First, it is apparent from this report that Dr. Lewis was not aware of

all the particular  activities required for the “hot drop job.” The description she gave in her

report does not coincide with the videotape of this job, which was presented by the

respondent (Respondent’s Exhibit No. 2).  Secondly, it is clear that Dr. Lewis believed that

some minimum number of operations must be performed within one minute, in order for

repetitive motion to be “rapid”.  In this,  she is clearly  in error.  Finally, it is the duty of this

Commission, rather than any physician, to determine if the offending employment related

activity involves “rapid repetitive motion”.

The videotape presented by the respondent shows that the “hot drop job” primarily

consists of performing  four  separate operations. First, the claimant must pick up a

cylindrical  piece of metal  from a tray and place it on a conveyor line for heating in an oven.

In the next operation, the cylindrical part is taken off the conveyor belt at the other end of

the oven and a metal rod is inserted through the metal cylinder.  Both pieces are then placed

into a press.  After the press is cycled, the assembled part is taken from the press and placed

into a rack.  The claimant testified that the videotape only showed the operation performed

on  the “gas stators”, that she only did the “gas stators” for four hours or half of each shift,

and that for the remaining half of the shift she assembled “water stators”.   However, her

testimony indicated only a slight difference between the activities required for assembly of

the “gas stator” and the activities required for assembly of  the “water stator”.
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The claimant testified that she generally processed 600 “stators” in an eight-hour

shift.  She further indicated that the minimum was 500 “stators” per shift and that she had

produced as many as 360 “stators” in half a shift (four hours). The respondents presented

no testimony or records to contradict the testimony of the claimant concerning the number

of stators normally produced in an eight-hour shift.  

Based upon 600 stators per eight hour shift and four separate steps necessary to

produce each stator, the claimant would perform one of the required steps every 0.2

minutes or 12 seconds.  Each of these steps requires the claimant to grip and manipulate

an object with her right hand. While one operation every 12 seconds is certainly less than

the criteria applied by Dr. Lewis (i.e. one cycle every two seconds), based upon the

complexity of the  operations necessary in each step, it is my opinion that these employment

activities  would involve both “repetitive” and “rapid” motion, when those terms are given

their regular and  normal meaning in every day usage. Thus, had the claimant proven that

her employment activities played a causal role in the trigger syndrome of  her right index

and ring fingers, she would also have proven that these activities satisfied the requirement

of “rapid repetitive motion” found in Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(ii)(a).  

In reaching this decision, I am aware that on the videotape the worker does not

appear to be performing the tasks at a ”rapid” pace.  However, it further appears  from the

videotape that the worker performing these activities does not appear to be going at a pace

that would allow for the completion of 600 finished parts during an eight-hour shift.

FINDINGS OF FACT & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation Commission has jurisdiction of this claim.

2. On all relevant dates,  the relationship of an employee-self insured employer-third

party administrator existed between the parties.
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3.  On all relevant dates, the claimant earned wages sufficient to entitle her to weekly

compensation  benefits of $459.00 for total disability and $344.00 for permanent partial

disability, should such benefits have been appropriate.

4.  The claimant has failed to prove by the greater weight of the credible evidence

that the trigger finger syndrome of the index and ring fingers of her right hand, constitutes

“compensable”  injuries,  as that term is defined by the Act.  Specifically, she has failed to

prove the likely or probable existence of a causal relationship between these  conditions and

her employment activities for this respondent. Thus, she has failed to prove that these

injuries or conditions “arose out of and occurred in the course of her employment” with this

respondent.

5.  The respondent has controverted this claim in is entirety.

ORDER

Based upon my forgoing findings and conclusions, I have no alternative but to deny

and dismiss this claim its entirety.

IT IS SO ORDERED.   

                                                                                                                             
                      MICHAEL L. ELLIG

                                      ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE                                


